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We make robots feel and close tricky 

automaation gaps. Mature technique in 

straight forward user concepts. We help 

you to increase flexibility and quality, to 

add value and to optimize functionality 

and efficiency.  

 

Key competenceKey competenceKey competenceKey competence    

FerRobotics brings a fresh and innovative approach to flexible automation.  Traditionally robots 
are not able to hear, see or feel. Our key competence is to bring human-like tactile sense into 
robot applications. The aspect to make a robot feel instead of programming it meticulously 
provides an ingenious innovative solution in extremely straight forward user concepts and so 
incorporates a rather flexible and open choice task force.  Our customers are well known 
companies like Volkswagen, Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Otto Bock Healthcare GmbH, among others. 

 

Technological leader with vast experienceTechnological leader with vast experienceTechnological leader with vast experienceTechnological leader with vast experience    

Our touch-sensitive robots get their soft grip on yielding tasks and applications which require an 
extraordinary high level on positioning tolerance and sensitivity, which are prohibitive knock-out 
criteria for traditional robot technologies. FerRobotics is worldwide the technological leader in the 
field of sensitive robotics and has become the international trendsetter for touch-sensitive robot 
elements. Our goal is to exceed the expectations of every client by offering outstanding customer 
service, increased flexibility, and greater value, thus optimizing system functionality and 
improving operation efficiency.  

 

Robot handcraftRobot handcraftRobot handcraftRobot handcraft    

The last remaining automation gaps exist because of an extremely high demand on sensitivity 
and flexibility which exclusively the human hand can perform (e.g. in sanding jobs,…) A majority 
of these tasks come along with hazardous influences and so create high fluctuation, high costs 
for prevention, quality problems and cause vast undesired side effects. FerRobotics’ automation 
equipment establishes any common robot with tactile sense and so actually performs touch-
sensitively like the human hand would. Automated handcraft delivers a constant high quality level, 
makes your process safe, reproducible and traceable. FerRobotics products are easy to 
implement, easy to operate and are unbeatable in economic aspects and quality performance.  
 
 

Active Contact Flange ACF  

grinds car body sensitively 

 

Active Sensitive Kit ASK  

worry-free package for precise 

grinding of welding seams  

Active Belt Grinder ABG  

fully automated surface treatment of 

small work pieces  

 


